“My Heart trembles with anticipation at the thought of a long Treasured Dream come true.
My Heart skips a beat at the Heart felt wish so sound so True.
I joyfully await the Soul to Embrace the unknown unfolding, unfolding of what has laid
deeply for sacred time.
I courageously take those devoted faithful steps, Embracing what once was Embarked from
afar.
A path of Depth of Majestic Nature I’m called to accept wholeheartedly.”
Para Kas-Vetter

"A Silent mind listens to the Whispers of the Soul.
Darkness is A JEWEL that allows the LIGHT to BLAZE with Passion.
In the name of God PHILANTHROPY!"
Para Kas-Vetter

“I have only words of wisdom to proclaim, and I ask all who wish to be heard, to Express
their True Divinity, their Truth.”
Para Kas-Vetter and Zoe Vetter

"To you still searching, to you still following, to you focused on leading.....
Bring back Authenticity. Bring back Honour. Bring back Truth. Bring back Pure Love. Bring
back True Living. Let the Profound Essence of Divine Light Shine. It is there. It is within
you. Delve deep within and bring it out. Be not what others think you are. Be not to fit in. Be
not what is taught to you to be. Be not what is forced upon you to become. Be you. Be the
True You. The True Essence of You. We need YOUR True Uniqueness. Your Unique Light.
Simply Be True to You and the World Lights up More. We need you to come back home to
yourselves. We need the garden flourishing with full blooms, glorious flowers again. You are
the flowers. You are the Stars that shine at night. You are the Sun that shines so bright. We
need your harmonizing joy, your Beauty-Full laughter and your special creativity. We want
that Pure Love of YOU. That is what leading and following is all about. It is being one with
one another. Equals. No one better than the other. No one group needing to dominate or be in
power over another. No dogma. Just is. Simply Unique.”
Para Kas-Vetter

“Darkness allows the Jewel of Light
to shine so bright,
Illuminating our way forward to
Spiritual Advancement.”

Para Kas-Vetter

“Man who searches
for the Throne
discovers Sovereign THRIVES
through BENEVOLENCE.”

Para Kas-Vetter

